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The View From The Editors Desk.

As the faithful converged on the slopes of Seckford Hall for the 2017 ECMC Norman
Perren  Memorial  Trial  in  the  grounds  of  Seckford  Hall  those  with  more  sense
gathered around the fire with a drink in hand inside Seckford Hall! The soothsayers
had foretold of a damp start to the year and they where not wrong. However it was
not too wet and who really cares what they advocate anyway!

In all there were four sections in each round with a good selection of cars taking part.
The  decision  was  taken  that  all  competitors  would  start  at  Section1  and  run  in
sequence, once the initial queue had dwindled the whole day ran very smoothly. Early
on in the event I managed to get the front wheels of our special airborne, she must
have landed a bit lop-sided as from then on there was loads of understeer. A steering
arm had bent which resulted in a rather spectacular toe-in; closely followed by rather
unspectacular results.

One thing that did spoil the day was the lack of Ann Burchnall's “home-made home
grown” tomato soup during the lunch break. Not only does the Burchnall household
loving tend the tomato plant throughout the year but Tony actually pulverises the fruit
with his bare feet in an old enamel washing up bowl! Unfortunately having had a bath
in the run up to the festivities he was not too keen on getting his feet dirty again and
refused to co-operate; so I had a bacon roll instead.

Obviously daylight is a precious commodity at this time of year but with clockwork
like organisation everyone had reloaded their steeds and hit the A12 at the conclusion
of a really good – if drizzly – day's sport. Many thanks to all that made this possible.

In the interest of common decency Christine Newson tells that the soup
 she serves at the meetings comes from a can – but we know better!



The Norman Perren Memorial Trial.
Seckford Hall
1st January 2017

Organised by the Eastern Counties Motor Club
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Many thanks to Matt Barker for the kind use of his photographs. 
To view more from the day go to:

https://www.flickr.com/photos/querth/albums/72157675374579034

https://www.flickr.com/photos/querth/albums/72157675374579034


Final Positions
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2017 AMSC Mercury Trophy Inter-club 20 / 20

Saturday 7th January 2017

Last year’s Mercury Trophy was a little exercise in inter-club competition to see how
it would work. We’ve all been working together as clubs to get the various Challenge
series off the ground and this would be the first time we had put the clubs up against
each other. Also, a 20/20 requires a lot of marshals and it would need input from
several clubs to man the event and the controls.  A 20/20 is,  for those who aren’t
familiar with rally-speak, a longer 12-car with a bigger allowed entry. Instead of 12
the maximum field is 20 and the mileage goes up to about 100 with more controls.
The Mercury had 14 this year. 

Clubs are invited to put teams together and this time we had teams from ECMC,
CMC, SCCoN, WSMC and a joint team from KLDMC/CCC. Each team had four
crews with the best three scores counting towards the trophy. We had Julie and Nick
Skuse (SAAB 900),  John Peterson and Dave Bell  (Peugeot  306 Mi16)  and Tony
Burchnall  and John  Conboy  (Civic1400).  Neil  Peterson  and Will  Brown were  to
make the fourth crew but Neil had a lot to do to the little 205GTi after the Preston and
so Tony Hewitt, with generous permission from Chloe, brought her lovely Suzuki
Ignis along to give Will the ride.

Colin Sutton assisted by Paul Brewerton (both CMC) put the event together. They are
a  masterful  team at  organisation  and well  experienced and this  year’s  event  was
superb.

The start was at Rob and Emma Henchoz’ Amazon Cars workshop at Brundish and
we went straight into fog; probably about 40 miles of it. It wasn’t something lights
would burn through and a lot of the time I was continually dipping between main and
dip to try to make out the road. It was horrid.  We did eventually get some clearer
visibility but by that time John and I had got behind and chose to cut a control to keep
within OTL. It was better to do that than risk going out of the event. You will see that
even the master navs had issues and it wasn’t plain sailing for anyone who made a
mistake. Our first half time card was a bit of a Horlicks but we made up time by
cutting and were still in it. Tony & Will and Nick & Julie were getting on well. John
and Dave, as you will see from Dave’s report, were well on top of things. The fog
came down again for the last 20-odd miles of the second half time card but it finally
came good for John and me and we started to sing. 



We were 5th overall on the second half but, having messed up the first half, finished
9th. Tony and Will came in 7th o/a  which was a great performance and John and Dave
2nd, which was terrific. Julie and Nick had a difficult section (referred to in Dave’s
report) finding a white road which had to be used but which was very difficult to see
on the map. However, had all crews’ results counted rather than three of four, Team
ECMC would have won the event. Chelmsford had the better of us by three scores by
just 2 points but they only had three cars finish whereas all 4 of us got home.

As for the event it was a real tough challenge bearing in mind the quality of the
competition and the dreadful fog. I have to thank John Conboy, not just for being a
thoroughly good bloke but for being so reliable and brilliant at reading the road from
the map. The security you get on lanes you don’t know when you can rely on your
nav when he says there’s a 90 Right coming up just beyond where you can see is
unbelievable. I wouldn’t trust anyone else to do it.

The atmosphere throughout the event and the friendliness amongst all competitors
(who, I think, were acknowledging that we had all been through a pretty tough test)
was great. I’ll grant you that road rallying is a bit of an acquired taste. It’s not a flat-
out blast like a lot of motor sport. However, there are so many different skills needed
and real team-work, and all three of you, nav, driver and car have to be ‘on it’. It’s
terrific when it all comes together.
                                                                                                                Tony Burchnall

        

          L to R. Rob Russell, Emilie Russell, Ed Scott, Ben Scott, Gordon Popperwell, Brian Jaggs



RESULTS.



CLUB SCORES.

As Tony mentioned; Dave Bell also took part, here is his account:

Out with John to represent ECMC on the second running of the annual AMSC
Inter-club 20 / 20. Six clubs on the entry list with 4 crews from CMC, ECMC,
SCCoN and WSMC, 3 crews from KLDMC and 1 crew from CCC. On offer, a
100-mile  trip  around  some  of  the  less  well  known  Suffolk  lanes,  best  3
finishers from each club to count with the trophy going to the team with the



lowest score (1 for 1st o/a, 2 for 2nd etc.). Same organising team as 2016 with
Colin at the helm ably supported by many familiar faces representing most of
the clubs in the AMSC. An early start, first car away at 19:01, from Amazon
Cars (thanks to Rob & Emma) with car 1 scheduled to finish at 22:30 (ish) at
the Beaconsfield Arms in Occold. Met up with John at the pub and set off to
the  start,  via  Harleston  for  petrol,  the  Peugeot  is  a  thirsty  beast,  for
scrutineering and documentation. On the trip to petrol it was obvious we were
one spotlight short of a full set, swiftly rectified at the start, John impressing
Rob with his collection of spare bulbs!

The Mercury 20/20 started at Amazon Cars the Volvo specialists...

We had the dubious honour of running at car 1, based on the fact that John
was the highest placed finisher from the 2016 event, so it was all his fault!
The run to the start had hinted at fog, we’re not keen on fog, possibly not to
be our night as most of the route suffered from poor visibility varying from
mist to thick patchy fog. Handout 1 and 2 grid references for the 10½ miles to
TC2 via a couple of triangles and a sneaky approach to TC2. Not usually very
good with grid references but two is just about manageable. Triangles on the
3rd and  4th junctions,  well  I’m  OK at  counting  (up  to  10  anyway)  and my
abacus had the second one on the 5th junction. Fog came down and John
was left  to  ‘drive it  as you see it’ as I  focused on the significance of  the
sneaky approach.  The  unexpected  appearance  of  the  T junction  in  2675
prompted a request for a bit of help in the fog, we had already pulled over to
let Gordon & Brian past, coped with the cattle grids and gates in Chippenhall
Green and I was fairly confident that I had the correct route. Two surprises in
2779, no board on the triangle followed closely by our second sighting of
Gordon & Brian travelling  in  the opposite  direction.  Into  TC2 with time to



spare,  entertained  by  Robert  &  David’s  manoeuvres  attempting  not  to
approach the control WD. So far so good.

Handout 2 and map features to TC3. Section included a white which has
been used on SCCoN 12 cars and I’m sure Julian & Simon Riley will fondly
remember the bends in 2879. John & I nearly joined the hall of shame on the
90R / 90L hidden under the bridleway dot. Handout 4 and squashed junction
instructions to TC4, not difficult but a challenge for my ancient peepers. More
familiar SCCoN 12 car country as we passed Waveney Mushrooms premises,
I think David stopped there for a chat with his sister-in-law as she was out
auditioning for the ‘upset lady in the road waving a torch’ part. No problems
apart from a senior moment on the map fold as I forgot the ‘ignore NTRs’ rule.
Still clean at TC4.

Handout 4 and back down to earth with a bump. Four numbers (16, 50, 71,
104), spot heights - perhaps, but 104 was going to be a struggle in Suffolk,
and five squares containing triangles, and a bit about a railway. Picked out
SH 16 but sat for a while, opted to follow Bob & Brian who seemed to know
where  they  were  going.  Penny  dropped  as  we  approached  Mettingham
Castle, Bob pulled over and we were back to first on the road, after a couple
of wasted trips round triangles I asked John to pull over so that I could pick
out  exactly  where  the  triangles  were  and  find  the  third  spot  height.  The
numbers represented SHs 16, 34, 21 & 33, hats off to the organisers with the
first two SHs within the first mile and the final two in the last mile of a 9-mile
section. Passed by Ben & Ed towards the end of the section and we followed
them into TC5, end of the clean sheet with 4 minutes on the score board.

Handout  5  and  all  the  wheels  came  off,  straight  forward  herringbone,  I
managed to over complicate things and sent John off in the wrong direction,
went right and should have gone left at the first junction. Two miles without a
board, back track and try the correct route, sad thing is the first board was
only ½ mile from where we turned around! The extra 4 miles travelled was
only  going  to  have one outcome at  TC6 and another  Brucie  Bonus of  4
minutes.  Handout  6  and  a  set  of  neutered  and  guillotined  tulips  to  TC7,
heading south  over  the Yox and then the Adle  to the control  just  outside
Rendham. Early into the control, decided to use the time for a comfort break
for John and some serious map folding for me. I think at this point we were
still running third on the road, which was a surprise. Handout 7 and squashed
grid lines to MTC8, triangle on the 3rd junction although my abacus disagreed
coming up with 4th, no problems on this section although I think we went an
awful long way without a board, I was confident we were right, John not so!
Possibly should have recovered some time here but opted for the laid-back
approach and chatted instead.

Handout 9 and some clock face junction instructions to TC9, my old-school



approach came up with approach on the minute and depart on the hour, but
chatting at the finish the modern approach is just to visualise the junction and
wing it. Time for another chat and confirmation that we were still running third
on the road behind Bob & Brian and Ed & Ben. We enjoyed the bendy bumpy
watery  road  through  3154  with  TC9  not  a  million  miles  away  from MoD
Woodbridge. Handout 10 and probably the most interesting section from my
seat. What could be easier, pass 8 farms, couple of triangles, nice chunk of
pre-plot black spot to help, oh yes, and a bit of white! One of the advanced
skills in plot & bash is to try and do your plotting when the driver doesn’t need
your assistance for his bashing. Probably the worst fog of the night didn’t help
things, we were really lucky not to have a serious wrong slot as at almost
every junction my eyes and brain were somewhere else, short trip up the
tempting bridleway in 2655 followed by an extended chat with a local who
wasn’t impressed with somebody using ‘his’ yellow, eventually flummoxed him
by trying the ‘hand over the map and ask  where we are as we’re lost in the
fog’ option from the pacifying locals manual. Took me a while to locate the
final farm but where was the white? Got John to park up so I could have a
‘close’ look at the map and there it was, last farm needed a sneaky loop down
a short white. Another 4 minutes on the board.

Handout 11 for a short neutral through Debenham to TC12 and boy o boy did
I make a mess of this one. Switched off  through the middle of Debeham,
missed the slot left onto the yellow and then only saved from a serious entry
into the hall of shame by a NTR sign. Handout 12 and some green dots, spot
heights and a triangle to TC13, moment of panic at the possibility of a shoe
and sock removal as the first bit needed a count to 15 (but I improvised). 15
green dots, avoid 5 green dots, 8 green dots, spot heights 44, 58 and 58, but
where was 44? More sneaky navigation, small loop onto 155 and the double
use of the crossroads in 1367 (well obscured by Whitebarn Fm), when we
arrived  at  the  junction  it  is  obviously  staggered  but  it  does  look  like  a
crossroads on the map! That section was possibly meant to be the organisers
sting in the tail but I went one better creating my own as I made a total b*lls
up of the final section, junction road colours and my only excuse was another
is it or is it not a crossroads in Bedingfield, but it’s a poor one. Another extra 5
miles  as  we  got  to  the  30  in  Occold  without  a  board  and  back  tracked,
another  foggy  section  and  stuck  behind  a  local,  serious  senior  moment
costing another 5 minutes.

Into MTC14 after a steady run round, no great dramas, with 17 minutes on
the sheet, two stupid errors by me, one penalty due to the navigation and the
Farm section penalty down to just about everything in my navigator excuse
book. Lonely night, only saw 3 other cars until being followed into MTC14 by
Tony & Will.



...and finished at the Beaconfield Arms.

18 starters and 16 finishers (mal-de-nav and more punctures than spares).
Punctures seem to have been a common theme, one or two curbs but I can’t
remember any seriously pot holey bits. Some crews fared better than others,
wide  spread  of  penalties  at  the  finish  from the  winners  on  0  fails  and  0
minutes to last classified finisher on 45 fails and 19 minutes. Total penalties
for all sixteen finishers was 249 fails and 350 minutes. Very impressive run
from Bob  &  Brian  clean  (even  with  a  puncture)  and  nearly  a  Foinhaven
moment  in the team competition with CMC coming out on top but  only 2
points ahead of ECMC, although KLDMC were well set for a comfortable win
BUT another  one  for  the  ‘if  only’  ledger.  Another  success  for  the  AMSC,
congratulation to Colin and his team for putting on a cracking event and a big
thank you to Rob & Emma (start), the staff at the Beaconsfield Arms (finish),
all the marshals and crews.

John & David



 Snetterton Track Days
Organised by Robert Bensley

Monday February 27th

Snetterton 300: For Road Legal Cars. 

In order to make this attractive to first timers or novices the first 2
hours will be run sessioned. At 11.00 a.m, (all being well) it will be an
open pit lane with a period every hour suitable for the more cautious
drivers. Additional info upon entering.

Cost for this event is £80 per car or £100 if it’s shared with another
driver.  Passengers  ride  free  but  a  donation  to  the  air  ambulance
charity will be encouraged on the day. As with our bike days there will
be less vehicles taking part compared with a commercial profit making
day. 

For more information or to register contact:

robertbensley@btinternet.com.

mailto:robertbensley@btinternet.com


PACE NOTES 
(or what will be on us before we know where we are)

 
By January 8th we already had two good events under our belts:  probably a pace
which we are unlikely to keep up for the rest of the year, but there is a lot coming up.
Seckford was its usual competitive and very social self. The forecast was for heavy
rain and we just managed to run a reasonable series of hills before the rain came in to
mess it all up. Thanks to Bill Farrow for acting as CofC, Shaun for the results and
Nick  and  Dan  for  pulling  the  rest  together.  Also,  thanks  are  due  to  Martin  and
Christine Newson, the Family Hewitt and AnnB for running the catering again and
for raising money for East Anglia Childrens’ Hospice by doing so.

On Jan 7th AMSC ran the reprise of last year’s inaugural 20/20 Inter-Club Road Rally.
2016 was a test to see if we could get some competition going between the clubs
forming  AMSC  and  we  were  stunned  by  the  reception,  atmosphere  and  general
friendliness of the first event. We said at the time that there had to be more of these
events: it was that good! There are a couple of reports about it elsewhere but Team
ECMC,  despite  having  tough  times  on  a  horrible  night,  came  through  to  give
Chelmsford MC a real fright and be within 2points of winning it.

Coming up we have the ECMC Social on Sat. March 25 th and the AGM on Tues.
April 25th. As for Competition we have a lot happening:  the Trials season continues
with CCC at Harlton on Jan 22nd and WSMC at Holbecks on Feb 12th.  Other Falcon
and WS dates are on the Trials page of the AMSC Calendar.

The Autosolo/Autotest/PCA Challenge and Targa Challenge dates will be fixed at the
next AMSC management meeting on Jan26th so watch the AMSC webpage for these.
www.amsc.org.uk   

I do know there are already four Targas scheduled for 2017, two at Wethersfield, one
at Woodbridge and at least one Multi-venue around Thetford. It will be something
CMC are describing as a Preston ‘Lite’ in September, run in daylight. The first Targa
will be at Wethersfield on March 19th, run by CMC.

The biggest AMSC event this year happens on Feb 19th. Snetterton hosts a round of
the MSV/MSN Circuit Stage Rally Championship. 90 entries were received in the
first couple of days of the list opening and it will be a great day’s sport with the top
cars and crews from all over the country. We need a lot of marshals. Even if you
aren’t a trained marshal registered with MSA (and if not, why not??) there will be
something for you to do. Full information is on www.snettertonstagerally.co.uk  and
Clive Grounds has a very few spaces on the next AEMC training day on Feb 4 th

www.aemc.org.uk    

http://www.aemc.org.uk/
http://www.snettertonstagerally.co.uk/
http://www.amsc.org.uk/


Arrangements are coming together for the South Suffolk Classic which we are trying
to make a bit special this year. Too early to be too specific bit it should be another
excellent event.  It’s on May 14th this year,  visiting the Long Shop at Leiston and
Norfolk and Suffolk Air Museum at Flixton. The start will be from Stonham Barns
near Ipswich.

On the administration front we are in urgent need of more committee members and
event management people. You don’t need to be on the committee to run an event but
the committee isn’t big enough anyway and those of us on it can’t do all the essential
jobs. We need someone to put together some more social events, like Scatters and
intro Autosolo-type events.  Shaun needs some help keeping the websites  current,
particularly since we need to get the SSC site running before the event, and we need
someone who can devote a bit of time to the Facebook page too. Initiating AMSC has
been a great boost to the events run in East Anglia. It has also meant a lot of extra
work for those involved and we need to increase the club to make the most of it. If
you can help please consider it. 

So, we continue 2017 as we left off last year. There are a huge number of events to
take part in. The ones we run are of the highest quality. (Someone very well respected
came up to me at the last Wethersfield Solo to say we’d ‘….raised the bar again.)
Let’s see what we can do this year.
                                
                                                                                                        Tony Burchnall. Comp Sec.

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/

http://motorsport-news.co.uk/


Can You Help Marshall This Event?



A Year In The Life Of A Swedish ‘Tank’

SAAB 900i  (B876 YKN) was purchased in early 1985, registered on 04 February
1985 from CF Warren of Rochford in Essex for its first owner in Prestatin, Clwyd.
The service history shows the car had a quiet life, with 63955 in the first 9 years,
and regularly being serviced by Baytree Garage in Cheltenham. In 1995 there
was a change in circumstances (owner?) with the servicing moving to Hansa of
Leckhampton, Cheltenham and 33,000 miles being added over the next 4 years.
In September 1999 it is recorded as having only covered 105, 375 miles. It all
goes quiet until 2014 (126,560 mils) and in the next 3 years only another 2500
miles was put under the tyres. 

It  then changed… Julie  and I  purchased the old girl  on 19 th Feb 2016 with a
gentle (for a SAAB) 128,972 miles on the clock,  drove it  back from Hansa in
Cheltenham and added 4500 miles in the next year …..  but they were not so
gentle! 

17th April 16 Cambridge Classic Car Run N/A
May 16 Suffolk Classic Run N/A
5th June 16 Hughes Historic (Club) 11th
19th June 16 East Anglian Classic (Run) 9th
14th Aug 16 AMSC Regularity 5th
23rd Sept 16 Priestly 12 Car 6th
29th Oct 16 Halloween 20/20 12th
25th Nov 16 Mike Bliss Memorial 12 Car 8th
8th Jan 17 Anglia Inter-Club 20/20 12th

We drove to and from each event , used her for the runs to the dump during the
house extension and it has been a marshal’s runabout full of stakes, signs and
extinguishers for: Lamarsh Car Trial, Weathersfield Targa, Preston Rally and the
New Years Car Trial

Additional  to  the  normally  running  cost  (tax/petrol  and  insurance)  the  only
purchases have been; the rally upgrades of a pair of spot lamps (ebay) and a
second hand Brantz (also ebay). Maintenance of 2 new front tyres when we first
purchased it with a replacement required after a sidewall puncture on the Mike
Bliss Memorial. 

With some trepidation I  sent  her  for  her  MOT last  week,  a  quick handbrake
adjustment and another 12 months ticket – ready for the 2017 season, perhaps I
may treat her to a new pair of  rear tyres, they are looking a bit tired.
                                                                                                                                       Nick Skuse



Classified Adverts.

-

SCOLE ENGINEERING.
Rolling Road Facilities 

Webber & S.U carburettor jetting.
Vintage & Modern

Telephone 01379 740940

-

SAFELY FAST
Increase your confidence and enjoyment, car control,
self analysis and the ability to relax and break those

bad habits.

Whether it is the Nurburgring or your local airfield,
our personal support and encouragement can make the

difference in a highly complex sport.

Corporate clients are especially welcome.

A Grade ARDS Qualified Track Driving Instructor

With 10 Years Experience.

For details contact John Norington on :-

www.safelyfast.co.uk/

http://www.safelyfast.co.uk/


MAZDA  MX5
Servicing
Tuning

Track Day & Race Preparation
Accident Damage Repaired

Four Wheel Alignment
Rust Proofing

Sponsor of the: 
Michael Cleverley 

AMSC 2016 AutoSOLO Challenge 
Mazda MX5 Trophy.

Valley Farm Business Unit
New Street
Stradbroke
IP21 5JL

www.mx5expert.com/
Telephone 01379 384046

-

http://www.mx5expert.com/


PHOTO ELITE
For All Your Photographic & Copying Needs.

13 MARKET HILL – DISS – IP22 4JZ
photoelite  diss  @gmail.com
Telephone 01379 640452

-

 KERRIDGES of Needham Market.

Telephone 01449 720222

Dissigns
signmakers

For all your Signage
& Vehicle Graphics
Tel. 01379 740606

www.dissigns.co.uk

http://www.dissigns.co.uk/
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com
mailto:photoelite@gmail.com


PUGSPORT RACING
(C.M. CHAMBERS CARS)

Peugeot Specialist
Unit 3 The Forge 

Church Road
Weybread
IP21 5TQ

www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/
Telephone. 07889 082466.

-

I.S.L.A. Motor Sport.
Fabrication
Paintwork
Restoration

Accident Damage
Unit 2 

Gilray Road
Diss 

IP22 4EU

-

http://www.pugsport-racing.co.uk/


Norwich
01603 40 60 50

www.richard-drake.co.uk
-

Alfa Romeo & Fiat Spare Part Specialist
www.alfashop.co.uk/

http://www.richard-drake.co.uk/


VOLVO PV – 120 – P1800 – 140/164

Parts – Sales – Full Workshop Facilities.

Telephone 01379 388400
Email: volvo@amazoncars.co.uk

www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp

http://www.amazoncars.co.uk/index.asp
mailto:volvo@amazoncars.co.uk

